Abstract. The confidence machine has been an integral part of the target of the research in the field of machine learning. Confidence regression is a significant research field of confidence machine . Performs error evaluation on results of regressive learning to classify the accept field and the refuse field so as to achieve the confidence regression. By setting specific error value, the Algorithm achieves controllable confidence regression, which has been tested on experimental data sets. Finally, the problems of current research are discussed, and the research direction is pointed out.
Introduction
Creditable machine learning result is always the pursuing and researching target of scientists. The so called creditable machine learning result means the machine learning algorithm not only gives judgment of 'YES'/'NO' or 'Belong to'/'Not belong to', but also the credibility and reliability of such judgment, therefore determine whether accept, modify or abort this judgment. This creditable machine learning method can be achieved through confidence mechanism within the machine learning algorithm. The machine learning algorithm with confidence mechanism is Confidence Machine or CM. The CM not only gives prediction but also gives qualified measurement to each sample's prediction, which is Confidence and Credibility [1] . The confidence and creditability could estimate the quality of prediction and determines process strategy according to it. Introducing confidence mechanism to construct confidence machine in machine learning is suitable and necessary for classification recognition in high risk occasions, such as medical diagnosis, large sophisticated system failure diagnosis and network intrusion detection [2] [3] [4] .
Confidence mechanism is the strategy and method that simultaneously gives creditability of learning result at the time machine learning algorithm outputs learning result. Confidence mechanism determines the creditable degree and effect of confidence machine, the creditability that outputted by it is important proof when setting system threshold or deciding which countermeasures to take.
Learning method with refuse option confidence mechanism sets a threshold value at the time of classifying determination, and refuses those classes which may cause uncertainties and errors, minimizing the error rate, hence achieves confident determination.
First of all, divide the sampling space into two mutually complementary fields: refusal field R and acceptance field (or classifying field) A . Their definitions are as follows:
, where t is the threshold value. The smaller the threshold t , the larger the refusal field R [5] . If sample x is located in acceptance field A , classify x according to some learning method. If sample x is located in refusal field R , refuse to classify x .
Reference [6] carried on research on classifier with refusal option, it proposed optimized classifier and refusal rule. To classifying problems, according to Bayesian learning method, if
, then x belongs to 2 ω , otherwise refuse x . In previous inequations, t is the refusal threshold, and a constant 5 . 0 0 ≤ ≤ t , to set posterior probability threshold. If t 's value is 0, all classified samples are refused. If t is 0.5, it is same as Bayesian learning rules without refusal option. The posterior probability that refuses all samples is always less than t − 1 . Certainly, this rule requires the probability distribution of known 4th International Conference on Mechatronics, Materials, Chemistry and Computer Engineering (ICMMCCE 2015) samples, this is normally difficult or impractical in real world.
Reference [7] introduced support vector machine adopted "double hinge loss function" used in electrocardiogram classification. It used smallest classifying cost with refusal option, and achieved 99% sensitivity, which was higher than other separately published research result. Reference [8] proposed a new cascade random sub space fusion method with refusal option, which performed automatic mammary cancer diagnosis. The first stage used support vector classifier to classify the mammary gland image, then inputted the refused unrecognizable image to second stage classifier which had multi-layer sensor. The remaining unrecognizable images were left for human determination. Reference [9] also introduced some other researches on machine learning with refusal options to achieve learning result's creditability.
To sum up, the confidence mechanism with refusal option eliminates some low possibility instances using threshold value in order to lower the error rate, achieving creditable determination. Such creditability mechanism is suitable for those occasions need to analyze data with high cost, such as medical diagnosis and banknote verification. However, refused samples could be correct, and the follow-up processes of these samples still need further study.
Algorithm design
Support vector regression machine [10] includes two types, i.e., linear regression, and non-linear regression, whose basic idea is that data x are mapped to a high-dimensional characteristic space F through a non-linear mapping Φ , and linear regression is conducted in this space. Assuming that there are l training sample sets, i.e., ( )
, then the following can be obtained:
where b is a threshold value. Through transformation in Eq. (1), the linear regression in the high-dimensional characteristic space corresponds to the non-linear regression in the low-dimensional input space, with the calculation of dot product of ω and ( ) where ( ) ( ) ( )
is called kernel function, and it is a dot product which meets the Mercer conditions in the characteristic space. There are many types of kernel functions, e.g.,
, and
The model used in the KNN algorithm corresponds to division of characteristic space in fact. The selection of k value may have relatively large influence on the results of the algorithm. If the k value is small, it indicates that only a training example that is relatively close to the input example can have an effect on the prediction results, thus over-fitting phenomenon easily occurs; if the k value is large, it can reduce the estimation error of learning, but the approximate error of learning increases, and training examples that are relatively far away from the input example can also have effects on the prediction, easily leading to wrong prediction.
The decision-making rule in the KNN algorithm is normally majority voting or all averaging, that is, the taken value of an input example depends on the k nearest training examples of the input example or is the average value of all examples. Algorithm: 
Algorithm realization
For this algorithm, the tool LIBSVM [11] is used as a regression tool, and programming is conducted on the MATLAB7.0 to realize the algorithm. The data sets used in experiment are regression data sets in the UCI [12], etc., including data sets of bodyfat, housing, pyrim, triazines, and cpusmall, and the specific parameters of the data sets are shown in Table 1 . Normalization processing of data was conducted using the Scale method, the Scale range was [-1,1]; with bodyfat as an example, the command was as follows:
svm-scale -l -1 -u 1 -s range bodyfat > bodyfat.scale And then, gridregression.py was used to identify optimal parameters; with bodyfat as an example, the command was as follows:
python gridregression.py -svmtrain "e:\libsvm-3.17\windows\svm-train.exe" -gnuplot "c:\program files\gnuplot\bin\gnuplot.exe" -log2c -10,10,1 -log2g -10,10,1 -log2p -10,10,1 -v 10 -s 3 -t 2 bodyfat.scale > gridregression_feature.parameter
The last line of the file gridregression_feature.parameter was outputted in the current path, and there were optimized parameters c, g, and p.
The parameters of the LIBSVM regression machine are shown in Table 2 . Finally, in the algorithm, the processed data sets were used to carry out experiment; the experiment was repeated for 10 times on each data set so as to obtain an average learning level, and the data obtained after the experiment were analyzed and compared.
Test results
Firstly, the experiment is conducted on the UCI provided bodyfat data set, which has 252 samples in total. The training set number is set as 200, and the test set number is set as 52. Table 3 shows the experimental results of LIBSVM on the bodyfat data set with the algorithm cycled for 10 times when t=0.01 and k was taken as 1-10, respectively. As can be seen from Table 3 , in the case that the t value is fixed, when k is taken as 3, 4, and 5, the overall learning results differs little; when k is taken as 6-10, the overall learning levels are very close to each other. With the rejection rate and error being comprehensively taken into account, the result is ideal when k=3.
The data in Table 3 are mean values in 10 times of running, and all MSE-A values are less than MSE values, indicating that the algorithm is effective as a whole. In fact, for different k values, there are some running times out of 10 times of learning, when the MSE-A values of running results are larger than corresponding MSE values; there are 2 times for k=1, 3 times for k=2, and 1 time for each of k=3-10.
Conclusion
The confidence regression based on the KNN algorithm realizes controlled confidence regression, based on support vector regression machines, with the KNN algorithm as a tool, and setting different specific values of parameters t and k. It was verified on five experimental data sets including bodyfat data set, with good experimental effects being obtained.
Moreover, further research efforts on how to raise the control accuracy of controlled confidence regression and on how to more accurately select relevant parameter values including k and t are needed.
